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1 Introduction
This document is intended to offer guidance to those interested in evaluating WIPS capabilities
of WLAN systems.
WiFi remains vulnerable to many types of wireless threats. A sophisticated Wireless Intrusion
Prevention System (WIPS) is a must have if WiFi threats are to be reliably netraulized. The tests
described in this document cover many types of WiFi threats.
In an effort to make testing more representative of typical use case scenarios video streaming
was added to the mix. Video streaming was chosen as most networks these days need to
support some type of real-time application; therefore, it is critical that a WLAN solution be able
to support real-time applications while also protecting a WLAN.

2 Test Overview
Test Setup
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The image above shows a total of eighteen video clients on the upper left side. These clients
are used to determine if the AP under test (APUT) is capable of supporting real-time
applications on both bands while defending the network against WiFi threats.
In the upper center of the image WiFi threats such as the WiFi Pineapple, Ad-Hoc AP,
Misconfigured AP, Mobile HotSpot and Rogue AP are shown, with their corresponding clients
located on the right side of the image.
In the center of the image the APUT is shown. For Arista the recommendation is to use a
3-radio AP such as the C-130 or C-110. Using a 3-radio AP has an advantage as the third radio
can be used for WIPS while the other two radios can be dedicated to servicing the WiFi clients.
For vendors that do not offer 3-radio models the tester can choose between using a single
2-radio AP, with background scanning enabled for WIPS, or go with two APs under test; i.e. an
AP for servicing the WiFi clients and an AP configured as a dedicated sensor/monitor for
WIPS. The second option is more costly but it will likely provide better video streaming and
WIPS performance.
In the lower left of the image there is a spectrum analyzer for monitoring the channels used for
the video streaming traffic. The reason for monitoring the channels used for video streaming is
to ensure that those channels are free of any other WiFi and/or non-WiFi interference.
Also located in the lower left of the image is the VLC server. An iMac is shown but any desktop
or laptop will suffice. The iMac is also running NetSpot, which is used to monitor which SSIDs
are being broadcast.

Hardware / Software
Tools
●
●
●

Spectrum analyzer - MetaGeek Wi-Spy
WLAN scanner - NetSpot
Video streaming application - VLC Media Player

Threats
●
●
●
●
●
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Evil Twin AP - Hak5 WiFi Pineapple
Ad-Hoc AP - Windows 7 laptop
Mobile hotspot - LG V30
Rogue AP - Apple AirPort Express
Misconfigured AP - Additional AP from vendor under test
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Clients
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

6 - Video streaming clients 2.4 GHz - Acer F15s
12 - Video streaming clients 5 GHz - Acer F15s
2 Rogue AP clients - Samsung Tab S2s
1 Evil-Twin AP client - Samsung Tab S2
1 Misconfigured AP client - Samsung Tab S2
1 Rogue client - Samsung Tab S2
1 Misassociated client - Samsung Tab S2
1 Ad-hoc AP client - MacBook Air

Network
●
●

PoE+ switch
Video server (e.g. iMac)

Equipement Tested
Vendor
Arista

APUT
E.g. C-130

Management
Platform

Firmware

Cloud

WiFi Threats
Rogue AP: May allow attackers to bypass perimeter security and gain access to data,
systems, etc.
Evil-Twin AP: Users may unwittingly fall prey to a Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) attacks enabling
hackers to spy on traffic, steal data / login credentials and infect systems.
Misconfigured AP: Opens networks to attack as a result of configuration errors, such an
authorized / encrypted SSID accidentally deployed with encryption disabled.
Rogue Client: Clients that have connected to rogue APs may become compromised (e.g.
infected with malware).
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Misassociated Client: Allows client to circumvent security perimeter and content filters. Client
may become compromised.
Ad-Hoc AP: Uses peer-to-peer connections that enables users to circumvent security controls
and risk exposure to malware.

3 Arista Configuration
WiFi Configuration
Locations
Create a single location for the test setup.

SSIDs
APUT
The APUT needs the following SSIDs.
●
●
●

Two SSIDs (one for 2.4 GHz and one for 5 GHz) for video streaming clients
SSID that will be spoofed
Misconfigured SSID

Create the SSIDs for video streaming clients with the following settings.
WIPS-Test SSIDs

●

SSID/Profile name = WIPS-Test-2.4GHz
Security
○ Encryption = WPA2PSK
RF Optimization
○ Convert Multicast to Unicast = enabled
○ Maximum Number of Unicast Clients = 30
○ Tag Packets with Selected Priority = Video
○ Snoop Time = 5 minutes
Frequency Band for this SSID = 2.4 GHz

●
●

SSID/Profile name = WIPS-Test-5GHz
Security

●
●
●
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●

●

○ Encryption = WPA2PSK
RF Optimization
○ Convert Multicast to Unicast = enabled
○ Maximum Number of Unicast Clients = 30
○ Tag Packets with Selected Priority = Video
○ Snoop Time = 5 minutes
Frequency Band for this SSID = 5 GHz

All other SSID settings are left as default.
Misconfigured AP (SSID)
Create the misconfigured SSID (e.g. Misconfig-AP) with the following settings.
●
●
●

SSID/Profile Name = Misconfig-AP
Security
○ Encryption = Open
Frequency Band for this SSID = 5 GHz

All other SSID settings are left as default.
Spoofed AP
Create the SSID that will be spoofed (e.g. Spoofed-AP) with the following settings.
●
●
●

SSID/Profile Name = Spoofed-AP
Security
○ Encryption = WPA2PSK
Frequency Band for this SSID = 5 GHz

All other SSID settings are left as default.

Radio Settings
The APUT needs to support high quality video streaming on both radios so it should be
configured to use static channels that are free of interference (WiFi or non-WiFi).
Configure the Radio Profiles used by the APUT with the following settings.
Radio Profile
●
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○
○
○
●

Operating Channel = Manual
Channel Number = 1 (or cleanest channel in 2.4 GHz)
Channel Width = 20 MHz

5 GHz
○ Operating Channel = Manual
○ Channel Number = 149 (or cleanest channel in 5 GHz)
○ Channel Width = 20/40 MHz

All other Radio Profile settings left as default.

Device Settings
Scanning
Configure the Device Settings used by the APUT with the following settings.
Device Settings
●

Scanning = No Scanning

All other Device Settings left as default.

WIPS Configuration
Authorized WLANs
There are three WLANS/SSIDs that need to be authorized in the WIPS configuration.
Configure WIPS/authorized VLANs with the following settings.
●
●

WiFi is deployed at this location = Enabled
Use SSID Profile to verify configuration = Disabled

WIPS-Test
●
●

Authorized SSID/Template Name = WIPS-Test
Apply this Policy Template to current location = Enabled

Misconfig-AP
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●
●
●

Authorized SSID/Template Name = Misconfig-AP
Security Settings = 802.11i
Apply this Policy Template to current location = Enabled

Spoofed-AP
●
●

Authorized SSID/Template Name = Spoofed-AP
Apply this Policy Template to current location = Enabled

All other authorized VLAN settings are left as default.

Intrusion Prevention
Intrusion Prevention Level
● Current Intrusion Prevention Level = Disrupt
Threat Prevention
● MAC Spoofing
○ APs spoofing the MAC address of any AP categorized as authorized = Enabled
Intrusion Prevention Activation Switch
Leave disabled until instructed to enable when executing test case steps.
All other WIPS settings left as default.

AP Provisioning
Move APUT to the location created.
Use NetSpot to verify that SSIDs are broadcasting on expected channels.

4 Tests
Test Cases
Test Case #
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Test Case

Execution
Time
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1

Video Streaming

15 min

2

Rogue AP + Video Streaming

15 min

3

Evil Twin AP (i.e. SSID Spoofing) + Video Streaming

15 min

4

Misconfigured AP + Video Streaming

15 min

5

Rogue Client + Video Streaming

15 min

6

Misassociated Client + Video Streaming

15 min

7

Ad-Hoc AP+ Video Streaming

15 min

8

All Threats Simultaneously + Video Streaming

15 min

Note: Execution times listed above do not include time required for test setup and device
configuration.
The video traffic is sourced as multicast by the VLC server and then converted to unicast by
the APUT. As mentioned previously, the reason for adding this video traffic to the test is to
determine if the WLAN solution can support real-time traffic while also performing WIPS duties.
The total video load is moderate and is not intended to be stress test. There are eighteen
clients total, with six on the 2.4 GHz radio and twelve on the 5 GHz radio.

Test Case 1: Video Streaming
VLC Configuration
Before executing this test case VLC must be configured. An overview of the VLC setup is
provided below.
Video Server
Configure the VLC server to stream a video using multicast. Use the Streaming Wizard or
configure it manually. The workflow for Mac using the Streaming Wizard is shown below.
Streaming Wizard Workflow
1. Select stream to network
2. Select a stream (Recommended video bitrate = 1 to 3 Mbps.)
3. Select a streaming method = RTP Multicast
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4. Configure a destination = Multicast address (e.g. 231.1.1.1)
5. Default for remaining setting
Playback = Repeat All
Press Play
Video Client
Configure the VLC client to view the video stream. Configure it manually. The workflow is
shown for a Windows client below.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select Media
Select Open Network Stream
Enter URL = rtp://multicast address (e.g. rtp://231.1.1.1)
Press Play

Test Case Determine if AP is capable supporting dual-band multicast video streaming while
configured to support WIPS functions.
1. Add SSID (e.g. WIPS-Test) to both bands for APUT (i.e. APUT )
2. Associate six clients to the 2.4 GHz band.
Test
3. Associate twelve clients to the 5 GHz band.
Steps
4. Launch VLC from server and stream video via multicast (e.g. 231.1.1.1).
5. Use VLC on clients to receive stream multicast video.
6. Observe all eighteen video clients for five minutes and report video quality.
Expected Video on all clients is consistently high quality throughout the five minute
Results
observation period.

APUT

All 6 Clients
2.4 GHz

All 12 Clients
5 GHz

E.g. Arista C-130
Results
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Test Case 2: Rogue AP + Video Streaming
Many WiFi security solutions rely on MAC address correlation to determine if potential rogue
APs are on the same network as the APUT. The Apple AirPort AP defeats rudimentary MAC
correlation rogue detections techniques as its wired and wireless MACs are different enough
that many WIPS implementations fail to detect it as on the local network. Arista has overcome
this issue with its patented Marker Packets™ technology which enables the Arista WIPS
solution to reliably detect APs that are on the local network (i.e. rogue APs).

AirPort Configuration
Before executing this test case the AirPort must be configured. An overview of the setup is
provided below.
The AirPort will be a rogue AP so it must be connected via Ethernet to the same network as the
APUT.
Configure the Apple AirPort Express as follows.
●

●

Wireless
○ Wireless Network Name = Rogue-AP
○ Wireless Security = None (i.e. open)
○ Wireless Options
■ 2.4 GHz Channel = 11
■ 5 GHz Channel = 44
Network
○ Router Mode = DHCP and NAT

All other settings left as default.
Use NetSpot to verify that SSIDs are broadcasting on expected channels then power down the
Apple AirPort.

Determine if WIPS is capable of automatically detecting and preventing authorized
Test Case clients from connecting to a rogue AP, while supporting high quality video
streaming.
Test
Steps
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1. Monitor video quality for all clients while executing all subsequent steps.
2. Connect one client to 2.4 GHz radio and one client to 5 GHz radio of an
authorized SSID (e.g. WIPS-Test) so that clients will be categorized as
authorized.
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3. Disconnect those same clients (do not enable auto reconnect to the
authorized SSID).
4. Delete any rogue APs from the WIPS interface. (Note: Rogue APs must be
inactive for ~ 30 minutes to be eligible for deletion.)
5. Power on the AirPort.
6. Enable auto prevention.
7. Start timer when Apple AirPort SSIDs (e.g. Apple-Rogue) are detected by
NetSpot.
8. Connect the two authorized clients to Apple AirPort (one client to 2.4 GHz
and one client to 5 GHz).
9. From clients connected to rogue AP, ping wired host continuously.
10. Record approximate time to detect and prevent by WIPS (10-minute
maximum allowed).
WIPS will automatically detect and prevent (disrupt connectivity/communications)
Expected between authorized clients and rogue AP within three minutes or less, all while
providing high quality video performance for all clients on the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz
Results
radios.

APUT

Results

Time to
Detect
2.4 GHz

Time to
Detect
5 GHz

Time to
Prevent
2.4 GHz

Time to
Prevent
5 GHz

E.g. Arista
C-130

Test Case 3: Evil Twin AP + Video Streaming
An Evil Twin is any AP with a spoofed SSID of another AP. An AP with a spoofed SSID
attempts to lure clients to connect to the wrong network and potentially fall victim to a
Man-in-the-Middle (MiTM) attack.

WiFi Pineapple Configuration
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Before executing this test case the WiFi Pineapple must be configured. An overview of the
setup is provided below.
The WiFi Pineapple should not be connected via Ethernet. It should be managed via its
Management SSID.
PineAP
For the PineAP configuration section use the settings shown below.
Configuration
● Allow Association = enabled
● Client Connect Notifications = enable
● Client Disconnect Notification = enable
● Capture SSIDs to Pool = disable
● Beacon Response = enable
● Broadcast SSID Pool = enable
Recon
Before running the recon connect the client designated as the Evil-Twin client to the authorized
WLAN (e.g. Spoofed-AP) that will be spoofed by the WiFi Pineapple.
From the Recon section follow the steps shown below.
1. Run a 1 minute scan for both radios.
2. Find the SSID to be spoofed (e.g. Spoofed-AP) then add it to the PineAP Pool and to
the PineAP Filter.
3. Add the authorized client’s MAC (now associated to the SSID to be spoofed) to the
PineAP Filter and PineAP Tracking.

Filters
From the Filters section follow the steps shown below.
1. Verify that the authorized client’s MAC is shown in the Client Filtering section
2. Set the Client Filter Mode to Allow.
3. Verify that the SSID to be spoofed (e.g. Spoofed-AP) is shown in the SSID Filtering
section
4. Set the SSID Filter Mode to Allow.
Networking
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For the Access Point section use the following settings.
● AP Channel = 11
● Open SSID = SSID of AP to be spoofed (e.g. Spoofed-AP)
● Hide Open SSID = enabled (Will be set to disabled during test execution.)
Be sure to Update Access Point.
All other settings are left as default.
Determine if WIPS is capable of automatically detecting and preventing an
Test Case authorized client from connecting to an AP with a spoofed SSID, while supporting
high quality video streaming.

Test
Steps

1. Monitor video quality for all clients while executing all subsequent steps.
2. Connect client designated as Evil-Twin client to authorized AP that will be
spoofed (e.g. Spoofed-AP) so that client will be categorized as authorized.
3. Disconnect that client (do not enable auto reconnect to the authorized
SSID).
4. Verify non-malicious instance of Spoofed-AP SSID is seen as authorized in
the user interface.
5. Enable auto prevention.
6. Enable WiFi Pineapple AP (on 2.4 GHz band only).
7. Start timer as soon as soon as spoofed SSID is detected by NetSpot.
8. Associate the now authorized client to the spoofed Evil Twin AP and ping
wired host continuously.
9. Record approximate time to detect and prevent by WIPS (10-minute
maximum allowed).

WIPS will automatically detect and prevent (disrupt connectivity/communications)
Expected between authorized client and Evil Twin AP within three minutes or less, all while
providing high quality video performance for all clients on the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz
Results
radios.

APUT
Results
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Time to Detect

Time to Prevent

E.g. Arista C-130
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Test Case 4: Misconfigured AP + Video Streaming
A misconfigured AP is defined as an AP broadcasting an SSID with settings which
violate a specific rule set or desired policy set by the administrator. In this test the
misconfigured AP did not use required encryption per the authorized SSID settings.
Determine if WIPS is capable of automatically detecting and preventing an
Test Case authorized client from connecting to a misconfigured AP, while supporting high
quality video streaming.

Test
Steps

1. Monitor video quality for all clients while executing all subsequent steps.
2. Connect client designated as Misconfigured AP client to authorized AP (e.g.
WIPS-Test) so that client will be categorized as authorized.
3. Disconnect that client (do not enable auto reconnect to the authorized
SSID).
4. Enabled auto prevention.
5. Associate the Misconfigured AP client to the Misconfigured AP (e.g.
Misconfig-AP) and ping wired host continuously.
6. Start time as soon as client connects to Misconfigured AP.
7. Record approximate time to detect and prevent by WIPS (10-minute
maximum allowed).

WIPS will automatically detect and prevent (disrupt connectivity/communications)
Expected between authorized client and Misconfigured AP within three minutes or less, all
while providing high quality video performance for all clients on the 2.4 GHz and 5
Results
GHz radios.

APUT

Time to Detect

Time to Prevent

E.g. Arista C-130
Results
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Test Case 5: Rogue Client + Video Streaming
A client that has previously connected to a rogue AP can be considered as a rogue client. This
client could pose a security risk because of its connection to an rogue AP. Connecting to a
rogue AP may have compromised the client in some way.
For this test the already configured rogue AP will be used to help categorize a client as a rogue
client.
Determine if WIPS is capable of automatically detecting and preventing a rogue
Test Case client from connecting to an authorized AP, while supporting high quality video
streaming, while supporting high quality video streaming.

Test
Steps

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Monitor video quality for all clients while executing all subsequent steps.
Ensure that client designated as Rogue AP client is an uncategorized client.
Bring up a rogue AP (i.e. Apple AirPort Express).
Confirm rogue AP is seen by WIPS as rogue AP.
Connect uncategorized client to rogue AP.
Verify uncategorized client is now recognized as rogue client.
Disconnect rogue client from rogue AP.
Enable auto prevention.
Connect rogue client to authorized AP (e.g. WIPS-Test) and ping wired host
continuously.
10. Start timer as soon as rogue client attempts to connect to authorized AP.
11. Record approximate time to detect and prevent by WIPS (10-minute
maximum allowed).

WIPS will automatically detect and prevent (disrupt connectivity/communications)
Expected between rogue client and authorized AP within three minutes or less, all while
providing high quality video performance for all clients on the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz
Results
radios.

APUT
Results
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Time to Detect

Time to Prevent

E.g. Arista C-130
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Test Case 6: Misassociated Client + Video Streaming
A neighbor AP is an AP that is not under the control of network administrators. It provides
access through a separate network and could be used to bypass internal security or content
filtering policies. A client is identified as authorized upon connection to an authorized AP. This
test determined if WIPS could automatically detect and prevent an authorized client from
connecting to a neighbor AP without interfering with other clients on the neighbor AP.

Mobile HotSpot Configuration
Before executing this test case the mobile hotspot must be configured. The mobile hotspot will
be used to represent a neighbor AP (i.e. an AP that is not connected to the same network as
the APUT). An overview of the setup is provided below.
Configuring a mobile hotspot will vary from phone to phone of course but an example setup is
shown below for reference.
1. From the Settings/Tethering section of the phone configure a SSID (e.g. Neighbor-AP)
with no encryption (i.e. open).
2. Select either the 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz band.
3. Enable the hotspot
4. Use NetSpot to verify that the SSID is broadcasting.
5. Disable the hotspot until instructed to enable it is the test steps.

Test
Case

Test
Steps
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Determine if WIPS is capable of automatically detecting and preventing an
authorized client from connecting to a external/neighbor AP, while supporting high
quality video streaming.
1. Monitor video quality for all clients while executing all subsequent steps.
2. Connect client designated as Misassociated AP client to authorized AP (e.g.
WIPS-Test) so that client will be categorized as authorized.
3. Disconnect that client (do not enable auto reconnect to the authorized
SSID).
4. Bring up neighbor AP (e.g. mobile hotspot with Neighbor-AP SSID).
5. Enable auto prevention.
6. Connect a neighbor client to neighbor AP and ping local wired host
continuously.
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7. Connect authorized client to neighbor AP and ping local wired host
continuously.
8. Start timer as soon as authorized client connects to neighbor AP.
9. Record approximate time to detect and prevent by WIPS (10-minute
maximum allowed).
WIPS will automatically detect and prevent (disrupt connectivity/communications)
between authorized client and neighbor AP within three minutes or less, all while
Expected providing high quality video performance for all clients on the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz
Results radios. Communications between neighbor client and neighbor AP will not be
disrupted.

APUT

Time to Detect

Time to Prevent

E.g. Arista C-130

Results

Test Case 7: Ad-Hoc AP + Video Streaming
The ad-hoc networks allow clients to directly communicate with peer-to-peer connections that
enable users to circumvent security controls and risk exposure to malware.

Ad-Hoc AP Configuration
There are a number on ways to setup an ad-hoc network. The following describes the process
if a Windows 7 laptop is used.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Open Control Panel
Select Network Sharing
Select Manage Wireless Setting
Select Add
Select Create an Ad-hoc Network
Assign network (SSID) name for ad-hoc WLAN (e.g. Ad-Hoc-AP)
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7. Use WPA2 encryption and assign PSK
8. Save settings
9. Check to see if ad-hoc is active and waiting for users
10. Assign a static IP address to the ad-hoc AP.
11. Assign a static IP address to the ad-hoc client from the same subnet as the ad-hoc AP.
12. Test connectivity between ad-hoc client and ad-hoc AP.
13. Disable ad-hoc AP.
Determine if WIPS is capable of automatically detecting and preventing an ad-hoc
Test Case client from connecting to an ad-hoc AP, while supporting high quality video
streaming.

Test
Steps

1. Monitor video quality for all clients while executing all subsequent steps.
2. Connect client designated as ad-hoc client to authorized AP (e.g.
WIPS-Test) so that client will be categorized as authorized.
3. Disconnect that client (do not enable auto reconnect to the authorized
SSID).
4. Enable the ad-hoc AP.
5. Enabled auto-prevention.
6. Associate authorized client to ad-hoc AP and ping wired host continuously.
7. Start timer when the ad-hoc SSID is detected by NetSpot.
8. Record approximate time to detect and prevent by WIPS (10-minute
maximum allowed).

WIPS will automatically detect and prevent (disrupt connectivity/communications)
Expected between authorized client and ad-hoc AP within three minutes or less, all while
providing high quality video performance for all clients on the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz
Results
radios.

APUT

Time to Detect

Time to Prevent

E.g. Arista C-130
Results
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Test Case 8: All Threats Simultaneously + Video Streaming
All threats were concurrently executed. The objective of this test was to determine if WIPS
could detect and prevent all threats simultaneously. The APUT is required to automatically
detect and prevent all six threats to pass this test.

Test Case

Test
Steps

Determine if WIPS is capable of automatically detecting and preventing all threats
simultaneously, while supporting high quality video streaming.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Monitor video quality for all clients while executing all subsequent steps.
Disable auto prevention.
Enable all six threats concurrently.
Associate all clients to their respective APs and initiate pings to host
continuously.
5. Enable auto prevention.
6. Record approximate time to detect and prevent by WIPS (10-minute
maximum allowed).

WIPS will automatically detect and prevent (disrupt connectivity/communications)
Expected between all clients and threats within three minutes or less, all while providing high
Results
quality video performance for all clients on the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz radios.

APUT

Time to Detect

Time to Prevent

E.g. Arista C-130
Results
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